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VersionQ: How to make a cell on a Google Sheet that can
switch between string and number? Here is a table using

Google Sheet. I want to make a cell on the middle column
with the top string that can be switched to number format.

A: To use formula to convert from string to number:
=TRAN(B2)=TRUE will return a number, without losing

string characters. To use formula to convert number to
string: =TRUNC(B2) will return string, without losing
number (hence you will also lose decimal places) The

present invention generally relates to a delay circuit and a
semiconductor memory device, and more specifically, to a

delay circuit and a semiconductor memory device for
generating an internal clock signal having a phase phase-
shifted by a desired amount with respect to an external

clock signal. In a semiconductor memory device, a delay
circuit that delays the external clock signal by a

predetermined delay amount is used. As one example of
this delay circuit, a differential-type delay circuit is well

known. The differential-type delay circuit outputs an
output signal having a
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Need of Our World and the Greatness of God.” During the
conference, many farmers renewed their faith, prayed to
God for healing and other needs, and gave thanks to God
that the country and state in which they live is a place of
freedom, prosperity, and spirituality. In all, 912 delegates
and supportive guests (about half were from out of state)
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conference was a dedication of a new tombstone in honor
of Clement Horey. After he passed away, his former
county superintendent did not authorize a normal burial,
but in accordance with the wishes of Clement and
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